
MINI BUS & VAN

Exterior design: VW5 minibus upgraded the exterior appearance. It adopted beast front face which is 

full of domineering. Van version is the basic design source of  VW5 minibus. Based on the best-selling 

model designed by the famous China design team, Length: 4490 mm; Width: 1615 mm; Height: 1900 mm. 

The wheelbase size is 3050 mm, which is longer than the wheelbase of most conventional mini-buses.

VW5
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SPECIFICATIONS

Mass(kg)
Curb weight (kg) : 1205
Check and ratify quality (kg) : 1005
Total mass (kg) : 2210

After the flooding; Electric power; 
Before the suspension type: 
McPherson independent suspension; 
After the suspension type: Leaf spring 

type independent suspension

Chassis

• Adjustable steering wheel
• Door trim pockets
• Fabric seat
• Manual air conditioning

Cabin features

Engine
LJ4C15Q 1.5-liter engine, equipped with VVT variable valve timing, maintainable 
timing chain, etc., 
Maximum output power (kw) : 82
Maximum HP: 112
torque (m, N. 138
maximum torque speed (RPM) : 142
Rated speed (RPM) : 3500 ~ 4200

Seat configuration 
•8 seats (2, 2+1, 2+1)

•9 seats (2, 2, 3) 

•11 seats (2, 2+1, 2+1, 3)
  2nd & 3rd & 4th rows of seats

SEAT LAYOUT

8 seats (2, 2+1, 2+1) 

9 seats (2, 2, 3) 11 seats (2, 2+1, 2+1, 3)

5 seats (2, 2+1)



MINIBUS & VAN

Rear Drum

Curb weight (kg) :

1205

6.6L GMPT L8T (GEN V)
8-CYLINDER ENGINE

50L GAL IN-FRAME  
FUEL TANK

5-SPEED  
Manual Transmission

175/ R14C  TIRES

Front Disc

ABS (Anti-lock Braking System)

With ABS

Without ABS

Braking Point

Front and rear brake force distribution control

Large braking force 

Small braking force 

Large braking force 

Small braking 
force 

light load

Heavy load 

Weight

The rear wheel braking force 
is increased under load 

Small

Small

Large

Large

Weight

Automatic distribution of braking 
power according to cargo load 

Left and right brake force distribution control

EBD (Electric Brakeforce Dis-tribution)

SAFETY

ABS stands for Anti-lock Braking System. As the name 
implies, the ABS prevents the car wheels from locking 
when the car brakes suddenly in certain situations.Simply 
speaking, a car that has been equipped with the ABS can 
still avoid when it is braked suddenly. Without the ABS, 
however, the car wheels will be locked upon a sudden 
brake and thus collisions are inevitable. The ABS consists 
of three main components, namely the speed sensor in 
each wheel, a valve of the hydraulic that leads to each 
brake pump to return the pressure of the hydraulic brake 
controlled by a computer, and also a control module

Besides the ABS, there is also the EBD which stands for 
Electronic Brakeforce Distribution. It is responsible for 
distributing the braking power to all wheels of the car. 
The EBD system is still related to the ABS, where the 
former uses the later to adjust braking on all wheels 
depending on the needs.The EBD will automatically 
adjust the braking on each wheel and ensure the front 
and rear wheels are unlocked. With the EBD, rear 
braking is more optimal depending on the weight of the 
vehicle itself. The EBD can also increase vehicle traction 
while on the road.

Rear axle 
plate spring

Rear Suspension 



INTERIOR FEATURES

Dashboard Air Condition Audio System 

Hand brake
Left and right sun visor
 (without  vanity mirror)

Before the door lock Reading lamp 5MT Gearbox

EXTERIOR FEATURES

Rear Suspension Rear axle plate spring175/ R14C TyresFront grille

Side window Rear window

Head Lamp Tail Lamps



Sealing side window Rear closing side window

VAN





Middle & rear passener seats adjustment (not
reclinning)



ZHANJIANG KINGSTAR VEHICLE CO., LTD. 

http://kingstar.com.cn

2/F,BUILDING A,ZIWEI GARDEN,NO.41 
HAIBIN Road 3,ZHANJIANG,GUANGDONG,CHINA

info@kingstar.com.cn

Professional Vehicle Exporter Since 1999
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